
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

EARTHQUAKES – THE MANTLE WEDGE & TSUNAMI 
 

Come along to a lecture by seismologist, Dr Bill Fry, on how 

Tauranga is affected by earthquakes and tsunami from the 

Kermadec Trench.  Please RSVP to confirm your place. 

Any country that borders the ocean is prone to tsunami. New Zealand is no exception and is exposed 

to tsunami from distant (eg South America), regional (eg Kermadec) and local (eg Hikurangi and 

Puysegur) earthquake sources. It has recently been recognised that during great subduction 

earthquakes (magnitude >8) to the north of New Zealand along the Kermadec trench, the densely 

populated coastal areas on the north coast of New Zealand may not experience shaking that is 

significant enough to trigger effective and widespread self-evacuation. 

Since 2001, the Kermadec Trench has generated over a dozen subduction earthquakes with magnitude 

>6.5 that haven't been strongly felt in north-western New Zealand, the largest with magnitude 7.7. A 

tsunami-generating earthquake in this region could potentially leave tens of thousands of people 

exposed. The lack of obvious natural warning signs coupled with short tsunami travel times (~ 45 to 

90+ minutes) from these earthquakes poses a significant risk to these communities; a risk which must 

be addressed by supplementing natural warning with a cautious interpretation of available 

instrumental data. 

Lack of strong shaking from these earthquakes is a function of both the most basic characteristic of 

earthquake ground shaking (the asymmetric way seismic energy from the earthquake source spreads 

out and travels to New Zealand) and the loss of seismic energy as waves travel through the volcanic 

region between Taupo and Tonga. These effects combine to reduce the ability of natural warning 

based on ground shaking to keep communities safe, and are likely applicable to major earthquake 

scenarios in other regions of the world. This finding suggests that for optimal reduction of loss of life 

during large regional earthquakes, self-evacuation messaging must be carefully explained and 

supplemented with scientific monitoring and alerting mechanisms to protect vulnerable populations. 
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